
AN OVERVIEW OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC

INSTITUTIONS ON A COUNTRYS DEVELOPMENT

What is the effect of political institutions on economic performance? are the major source of economic growth across
countries (Rodrik ). . Acemoglu, D. and Robinson, J. () â€œOverviewâ€• in Weingast, Barry R. and.

Kornai compares the transformation that took place in those countries to those that happened from medieval to
modern societies Roland et al. In reality, of course, democratic political reforms and economic institutional
reforms may be closely interrelated. This reading of the East Asian Miracle and the Chinese reform experience
misses several important lessons. But for other ones, following a rule, conforming to a social norm is
understood as a rational behavior, coping with moral hazard, imperfect or incomplete information, and
compatible with self-interest hypothesis. Simplifying somewhat, we can distinguish two broad groups of
transition countries, according to their progress in economic and political reforms. If property is protected
individuals are more willing to invest and to incur sunk costs. This evolutionary process is neither entirely
controlled, nor completely self-organised. For instance, Acemoglu and Johnson have built a model based on a
Markov chain process and hysteresis phenomena, devoted to the explanation of both institutional change and
persistence. Norms and networks of common language and religion may be enough to ensure compliance with
agreements on economic exchange; collective punishment and social reputation may be enough to ensure the
enforcement of often informal contracts even in the absence of a third party. But Barro? There is little doubt
that such appreciation, differing only in the degree of sophistication, exists today at the elite level in most
countries. The final section will offer a modified, and less ambitious, approach to solving the dilemma
between democracy and development. However, according to North these factors only provide the immediate,
but not the fundamental causes of growth. For instance, China? Furthermore international organizations tend
to mix up causes and effects regarding institutions and the economy. This fits nicely with the finding of
historical studies that high quality institutions today are rooted in greater equality, political competition and
cooperative norms in the distant past. There is a general favorable bias in favor of the idea that democratic
institutions promote prosperity. These linkages act to facilitate the flow of information which undermines
authoritarian rule and constrain through various external pressures autocratic rulers. Therefore, it drastically
reduces the distance between economics and sociology. Here again North has brought some new analytical
elements on this subject.


